FluoroPEELZ® Peelable Heat Shrink.

You ask. Zeus delivers.

FluoroPEELZ™ brings simplicity to a complex process, saving you both time & money.

Operators quickly and easily peel FluoroPEELZ® heat shrink away, improving efficiencies and workplace safety. Large medical device customers using FluoroPEELZ® report reduced downstream processing, increased yield and minimal scrap, all of which provide cost savings.

One simple linear tear is all it takes.

FluoroPEELZ® offers a revolutionary way to increase yield and improve safety.

Optical Clarity Eliminates Guesswork.

FluoroPEELZ® is the most opticaly clear heat shrink available, allowing operators to visually inspect the construction during the reflow process.

Fast and reliable results combined with the quality performance you’ve come to expect from Zeus.